


The Greatest Hits of All Time live on Huntingdon’s Hunny 103.5.

The best motown, pop, rock and more from the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s. Find out what’s 
happening around Huntingdon by checking us out online at Hunny103.com.
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NANCY PLUM

Nancy Plum has been heard 
on the air across the country 

from Chicago to Los 
Angeles and in the early 90s 
you may have heard her on 

a United Airlines flight 
hosting a popular music 

show in their sound system! 
She’s a total Beatles fan and 
loves all the music from that 
era along with the Rock and 

roll from the 70s. She 
promises a blue plate 

special everyday at your 
lunch break so check her 

out on HUNNY 103.5!

MARK ROBERTS

It all started out making “mix 
tapes” for kids in my 

hometown of Freeburg. I 
was the guy who mastered 
the art of smooth transitions 

between songs on those 
blank cassette tapes and 

business was good! I 
eventually grew into the 

friend who would carry the 
giant stereo system, CD’s, 
tapes and records into the 

party, just so we had tunes. 

JENNIFER WILDE

Jennifer Wilde is an 
award-winning radio 

personality whose 25+ year 
career behind the 

microphone has spanned 
the United States (most 

notably the Denver, 
Colorado and Monterey, 

California markets.) She can 
currently be heard right here 

in Huntingdon on Hunny 
103.5 (Weekdays, 

7pm-midnight).

RICK HAMILTON

Nancy Plum has been heard 
on the air across the country 

from Chicago to Los 
Angeles and in the early 90s 
you may have heard her on 

a United Airlines flight 
hosting a popular music 

show in their sound system! 
She’s a total Beatles fan and 
loves all the music from that 
era along with the Rock and 

roll from the 70s. She 
promises a blue plate 

special everyday at your 
lunch break so check her 

out on HUNNY 103.5!



Check us out at www.hunny103.com

HAVE QUESTIONS? PLEASE 
CONTACT:
Kathy Craig

Office: (717) 248-6757
kcraig@7mountainsmedia.com


